IgniteTech’s EPM Live is a cloud-based project management and collaboration platform that extends work management to all areas of the business, regardless of focus.

Based on Microsoft® SharePoint with an easy-to-use interface, EPM Live enables organizations to apply cost saving disciplines, including delivering projects successfully, optimizing resource utilization and selecting the right work across the entire business.

POWERFUL WORK EXECUTION
Empower your workforce through a simple yet powerful interface that allows organizations to manage their work and projects more efficiently.

KEY FEATURES
• Portfolio Level Project Management — Manage cost and view actuals on portfolio level to perform better-informed decisions
• Revolutionary Resource Management — Analyze, plan and adjust your resource allocation to suit your budget and business priorities
• Integrate Directly with MS Project — Let your PMs choose what tools to use
• Highly Customizable — Tailor your EPM platform to your organization size and business requirements by leveraging 70 ready-to-use functional extension modules
• Timesheet Management — Track your progress accurately

IMPROVE PROJECT PLANNING AND WORK EXECUTION ACROSS THE ORGANIZATION

- Save time and money by tailoring your planning decisions on a portfolio and organization level
- Minimize risk through more comprehensive insights and rich reporting
- Grow your business together with EPM platform through readily available extensions and by extending your project portfolio
- Consolidate your project, cost and resource management across your entire organization
- Monitor progress and make informed decisions while looking at the big picture
SOCIAL COLLABORATION
Share knowledge and better collaborate with your work teams to increase productivity and efficiency through various modes of communication. Connect to Microsoft Outlook and other business productivity applications to streamline conversations and drive efficiencies.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Deploy your teams effectively against conflicting projects and other work priorities to maximize your organization’s return on resource investments. Understand which projects and types of work are consuming your most valuable resources, and realign your staffing plan based on changing priorities and budgets.

BUSINESS REPORTING AND INTELLIGENCE
Leverage pre-configured reports and dashboards to gain insights into real-time work status. View project charts and graphs for visual presentation of your project performance.

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Leverage multiple scheduling tools to plan out your tasks for on-time delivery. Get more done by keeping your project teams informed with centralized information that provides real-time status updates.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact: success@ignitetech.com
Visit: ignitetech.com/epm-live
Follow: linkedin.com/company/ignite-tech
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